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The narrator awakens to an absurd situation. "Als ich zu mir kam, lag ich im Nachthemd in einer ... Rinne ... parallel zum Fussboden." (85) Ka experiences all sorts of fantastic incidents, and is even enjoined "freiviellig in eine sinnreich erdachte Foltermaschine zu kriechen." (91)

Other titles in the collection are: "Die Hecke," "Das Geheimnis," "Die Wolke," and "Die Vollendung des Menschen." They are all extremely interesting, but not always with satisfying conclusions. The book is not meant for light, informative reading. But, if one likes puzzles, decoding, or, as Grünig puts it, reading "gegen den Strom" (135), then these stories will provide a stimulating and challenging exercise.

J. David Sullivan
Blackburn College


At the beginning of the story, the heroine, Edith, lies awake at the side of her boyfriend Ulrich reviewing her life situation with discontent. Edith is a divorced mother of two young girls, works at a computer center, and has a boyfriend who -- significantly enough -- will not be spending Christmas with her. Edith is a new formulation of that central figure in GDR literature and film, the woman on her own, working, raising children by herself and searching for happiness. This cultural figure is the site of most of the perhaps irresolvable contradictions in GDR society and the debate on social options and values is couched in terms of her life choices and conflicts. Here the conflict lies in the heroine's consciousness itself -- Edith's two thought systems, two hearts, the "zwei Seelen" in her breast: in her restless, masculine role, Edith has mastered the analytic, goal-oriented thought and bureaucratic language of the cybernetic generation of scientific socialism (cf. Lutz in Kindheitsmuster), the goal of which is mastery of natural and social forces. The actuality of her work and continuing education is one of petty incidents with co-workers and doubtful effects on the social order. The other Edith is one who spends a significant amount of the narrative getting her children dressed, cleaning up after a kitten, worrying, making household repairs, riding the subway, and looking for help from all quarters. Spending Christmas with mother explores the possibility of going home again, but raises impossible demands to be a good worker, mother, daughter and lover. The chain of events after a petty shoplifting incident involving her daughter displays the insufficiencies of the school system and of psychotherapy in dealing with the individual who is sensitive and less capable of conforming to the norm. In the array of familial and social institutions from which she seeks support, there is nothing on which she can depend.

The story is told in a dry prose of disenchantment, not what one would expect from the author of the lyrical Der rote Ballon. Brigitte Martin is presumably still developing as an author. Here her narrative style is not satisfying, her account of daily life rings true and her honesty offers no easy answers. Yet the narrative resolution seems unprepared and tacked-on. It is not quite a retreat into private life, but rather the sudden realization that she need not be defined by the expectations of others, thus the sudden becoming of a subject. The book is worth reading as an important contribution to cultural debate on values and goals and as the work of an author of promise.

Margaret Morse
University of San Francisco


The title, both of this particular work and of the series in which it appears, says really everything. The authors are concerned with asserting (defending?) the authority of literary history and its resultant analysis/interpretation methods. In this effort they would doubtlessly find bipartisan support for many of their otherwise distrustful non-socialist colleagues who are equally disturbed by the eruption of the debates derived from structuralism and post-structuralism's impact on literary theory. In short, we can imagine here the beginnings of a firm front crossing ideological lines in pursuit of the historical interpretive method. The literary work means something, is about something -- something ultimately social, and the task of literary scholarship is to get at this something and make it clear (clearer at least than ever it was or is in the literary works themselves). As Eva Kaufmann so well and so plainly puts it concluding her interpretation of Anna Seghers' Das wirkliche Blau (pp. 115ff), "Das wirkliche Blau ist eine wissenschaftliche Leistung von hohem Rang. In ihr 'Geheimniss' einzudringen, mit ihr vertraut zu machen, ihre Schüchtern die empfinden und genauer sehen zu lehren, sollte Zweck der wissenschaftlichen Bemühung sein" (p. 144).

Most of the students of literature at Brown University and their teachers would doubtless fully agree with this conception of literary reading and with most of the other literary readings presented in this "introductory" textbook (the latter my word) of literary criticism's raison d'etre. The 221 pages of small print consist of an apologia for the conception Kaufmann puts forth in the first of three exemplary readings or analyses/interpretations which comprise the second part of the book. The other two exemplary readings are: F. Hörnigk's on Alexander Galman's play (later filmed) whose German title is Protokoll einer Sitzung, and U. Heuenkamp's reading of Johannes Bobrowski's poem Ebene. W. Herden is responsible for the lengthy apologia. Needless to say, Hörnigk's and Heuenkamp's conceptions of the task of literary
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criticism repeat in drama and poetry what Kaufmann has put forward for criticism of prose.

Herden does mention the old issue of form-content touching on "Rezeption" and paying brief tribute (?) to Manfred Naumann's (et al.) major critical work of the 1970's Gesellschaft-Literatur-Lesen. Herden cites properly the Soviet scholars Kagan, Chraptschenko, Fedin, and Barabasch among those whose views of the aesthetic in literature are important and thankfully also Robert Weimann when he deals briefly with the bugaboo of "New Criticism." Structuralism is curiously defined as the type of work done by Jakobson, Steiger, Kayser and the like. It does not refer apparently to the descendants of Levi-Strauss and Saussure. This is confusing and a little sad, for the spectacle of this book taking on structuralism and post-structuralism would have pleased me. Perhaps a kernel of this is contained in passages like the following:

"Wenn wir davon ausgehen, daß zwischen der sprachlichen Komponente des literarischen Werkes und dem künstlerischen Charakter des Wirklichkeitsabbildes ein direkter funktionaler Zusammenhang besteht,"

(Reference here to Georg Michel), then it therefore follows that the role and function of linguistic and aesthetic elements must be considered together in an adequate way in the analytical-synthetic exploration of the work of art.\(^1\)

There is clearly "no fish in this text" (thanks to Bob Scholes).

Most interesting to me is the question "what does this book mean in the context of literary criticism's social role in the GDR?". My brief answer here is that this book too reinforces the authority of an epistemology which sees explications of otherwise misunderstandable reality as the foremost goal of the guardians of culture. That it does so pedagogically (even pedantically?) merely strengthens my view that in this effort it crosses particular ideological lines and forms with the more general ideology of power espoused by establishment literary critics and historians West and East a mighty phalanx of traditional literary values. The readings of literature it offers in this context are powerful for they are attached to the dominant discourse of power in the cultures from which they proceed. The question still remains "Can there be another way?".

Duncan Smith
Brown University